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Abstract 
E-Government use of information technology such as WAN, the internet in government. To 
evaluate e-Government website should be considered updated information displayed and also need to 
consider relevant information, because a website may display the same information, although have a 
different dates uploaded. In this article will present how to evaluate e-Government website based on 
changes in the information displayed with comparing the similarity of new document with the old 
document. Measurement of similarity on e-Government web is using string matching. That tested the 
website of Indonesia Ministry of Communications and Information Technology on Government News 
menus. From the test in that there is no similarity to the information from the news which tested. 
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1. Introduction 
Application of information technology in government is making government website called e-
government. The evaluation was done to find out that information technology has been used according to 
utility function and purpose of allocation. Evaluating e-government need to be measured by various 
indicators such as ease to learn, easy to use, satisfaction and efficiency. 
One way to evaluation of website e-Government in Indonesia based on Webometrics model that 
only considers the amount of content and links or traffic from the external. To evaluate e-government 
website should be considered with update information displayed and also need to consider relevant 
information, because a website may display the same information, although have a different dates 
uploaded.  
Some of issues related to why the information should be checked, updated,  and related that is 
similar uploaded or posted many times with different time stamp. Previous researchers have not 
considered update information and related information. In this article will present how to evaluate e-
government websites based on changes in the information displayed.  
 
 
2. Theory 
2.1. E-Government Definition 
E-government definition from World Bank : [1] 
E-Government directed to the use of IT by all agents governance (such as WAN, Internet, mobile 
computing) that have the ability to change the relationship with the community, business, and parties 
related to the administration. 
 
2.2. Measurement for E-Government Evaluation 
Some of factors to evaluated website [4]:  i). Display design consists of domain name that easy to 
remember, the hole display, and domain activity, ii). Information content (can done for mechines) of 
which consists of compatibility between content and vision/mission from institutite, updating data, 
information, news 
In this research is to specialize view to updating the data from a particular website. In addition to 
updating, the appropriateness of data with the relevant institutions whether appropriate or not. These 
parameters need to be considered because of the hypothetical number of institutions that display the data  
that is repeated or adapted from another source that is incompatible with the functions or duties of the 
institutions concerned. 
 
3. State of The Art 
Several studies evaluating e-government has done. These studies are follows : 
 
Luo et.al. in 2010 [2] conducted research that is make the evaluation index system for e-
government website. Index system can be seen in Figure 1. 
 A similar study was conducted by Rusidi in 2011 [3]. To evaluate a web e-government, Rusidi 
took measurements based on usability testing, this method is used to measure the web site in terms of 
users.  
 Figure 1. Evalation Index Systems 
 
3.1. Document Similarity Measure Method 
Stein and Eissen provides three approaches to measuring the similarity of documents [5], namely: 
i). String matching, ii). Keyword similarity, iii). Fingerprint. String matching is done by identifying the 
same string that is used as an indicator of similarity, the algorithm for this approach is Brute Force [6], 
edit distance [7], Smith [8], Karp Rabin [9]. Keyword similarity by extracting keywords from the 
document, then compare them. Fingerprint approach is done by measuring the sequence overlapping the 
text of document. The algorithm in fingerprint is Winnowing algorithm [10], the algorithm Chuncking 
[11] 
 
4. Methodology 
 String matching used for measure a new document and old document similarity from the website 
of e-government. Step this study were : 
• Information extract from web document 
• Sorting documents into sentences 
• Sorting sentences into words 
• Breaking the sentance structure 
• Make comparisons between the components of the structure by including synonyms factor. 
• Calculating the similarity of documents with the similarity of each sentence to find a new document to 
document long sentences. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Discussion 
5.1. Data for Testing 
E-government Web site that tested is the website of Indonesia Ministry of Communications and 
Informatics. On this website there is the menu that includes News consists Ministry News and 
Government News. To illustrate the test data in this study using Government News. On the menu from 
Government News there are a headline news, date news, news content and related articles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Government News 
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Document Similarity 
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Figure 4. Related Article 
 
5.2 Test Scenario 
Scenarios to test the similarity of documents on the website of e-government was to compare the 
similarity of documents on government news menu above (figure 3) with the news documents related 
articles menu (Figure 4) 
In actual testing, each contained documents / news / new information will be calculated similarity 
of sets of documents older documents which successfully saved disistem. The main issues are: (i) the 
amount of old documents that can be stored, and (ii) determine the value triger to decide document is the 
same or not. 
 
5.3. Test Results 
Tests conducted to compare the similarity of government news document entitled KKP 
REEKSPOR 51 KONTAINER IMPOR IKAN ILLEGAL with related news, entitled PENGUSAHA 
BELANDA TERTARIK BANGUN RS PROVINSI GORONTALO. give results as shown in Figure 5. 
From the test in that there is no similarity to the information from both the news. 
                         
Figure 5. Test Results Ilustrated 
 
6. Conclusion 
This article presents one of the parameters to evaluate e-government websites based on update 
information. Updating measurement information based on document similarity measurement. E-
government Website that tested the website of Indonesia Ministry of Communications and Information on 
Government News menu. News that compared only two news. From the test in that there is no similarity 
to the information from both the news. 
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